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VW Micro-box Vehicle Seating Fabric
  

  
Product code: KBT13372
Selected Colour: Anthracite
Width: 162cm
Price: £14.99/mtr

Available Colours:

Anthracite

  

Description:

Micro-Box Pattern Vehicle Seating Fabric: Redefining Comfort and Style in Automotive Interiors

In the realm of automotive interiors, where comfort seamlessly blends with style, Micro-Box pattern
vehicle seating fabric emerges as a revolutionary choice.

Meticulously crafted to elevate the driving experience, this innovative fabric establishes new benchmarks
in tactile indulgence and enduring elegance. With a sleek width measuring 162cm, Micro-Box seamlessly
integrates softness, durability, and a visually captivating micro box pattern, enhancing the ambiance of
your vehicle's interior.

Specification:

Thickness: 3mm foam backing
Face Fabric: Woven Box Pattern
Width:162cm
Foam & Face Fabric Adhesion: Flame bonded 

 

Key Attributes:

1. Unparalleled Softness:
Meticulously designed to deliver an unparalleled soft touch, inviting occupants to indulge in a level of
comfort that surpasses conventional expectations.



2. Extraordinary Durability:
Acknowledging the demands of daily use, excels in ware tare & durability. Engineered to withstand the
rigors of frequent seating, this fabric ensures that your car's interior retains its pristine appearance,
enduring the test of time. The material's longevity attests to its resilience, promising enduring quality
throughout its lifecycle.

3. Distinctive Micro Box Pattern:
Elevate the aesthetics of your car's interior with the distinctive micro box pattern woven into the fabric.
This visual enhancement introduces a touch of sophistication, turning ordinary seating into a focal point of
style. The precision of the pattern not only showcases meticulous attention to detail but also significantly
contributes to the overall visual appeal of the car's interior.

4. Enhanced Breathability:
Vehicle seating fabric goes beyond merely providing comfort and style by prioritizing breathability. The
fabric allows for optimal air circulation, mitigating discomfort associated with prolonged sitting in confined
spaces. Enjoy a refreshing and well-ventilated interior that complements the overall driving experience.

Versatility in Applications:

Micro-Box pattern vehicle seating fabric is designed with versatility in mind, making it suitable for a wide
spectrum of automotive applications.
Whether it's a car, van, truck, motorhome, or any other automobile, this fabric seamlessly integrates into
diverse vehicle types, offering a consistent blend of comfort and style.

Easy Maintenance:

A pragmatic consideration in the design of Micro-Box is its simplified maintenance. Acknowledging the
challenges faced by car owners in keeping their vehicles clean, this fabric facilitates a straightforward
cleaning process. Swift elimination of dirt, stains, and various contaminants ensures that maintaining the
aesthetic appeal of your vehicle is a hassle-free endeavour.

Applications Beyond Expectations:

Car Interiors: Transform your car's interior into a haven of comfort and style

Vans and Trucks: Extend the luxury and durability of this fabric to commercial vehicles, enhancing the
driving experience for both drivers and passengers.
Motor Homes: Elevate the comfort level within motor homes, making every journey a pleasant and
enjoyable experience.
Automobile Applications: From traditional vehicles to unique automotive designs, this fabric seamlessly
integrates into diverse automobile applications, offering a touch of sophistication.

 

Order sample to check quality and colour
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